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Cover Story
The gospel of
grace cannot be
silenced
On the cover of this issue of
Alere, we have selected a
photo of a T2 missionary in
Myanmar, praying over
recent converts to
Christianity.
What makes this especially
poignant is that Myanmar is
being wracked by policital
strife and persecution, and
burdened by poverty,
compounded by covid-19.
Despite the challenges many of which are directed
particularly at Christians in
this overwhelmingly
Buddhist culture - the work
of the gospel continues.
Because it must.
God is not bothered,
frustrated, or confused
about the events that rattle
the world around us. His
mission - that is, the missio
Dei - remains the same:
draw souls into His kingdom
- all by His grace and all for
His glory. Nothing will - or
even can - impede the
growth of His kingdom!
We are delighted to be a
part of what God is doing in
the world. As you partner
with us, you are, too!

International Director's Report
~ Steve Curtis, PhD

A church meeting in Myanmar

Church building in Mexico City, where Steve
conducted two workshops in 2021

A church in Puebla City, Mexico, where Steve
preached

Hungry for God's Word
"It seemed impossible to take
part this time because three
Sundays I had to wake up at 1:00
am to work in the sugarcane and
then get ready at 8 o'clock for
the workshop. But I have no
regrets for what I have learned"
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As the International
Director, my travels
and ministry take me
all over the globe,
even under “normal”
times. At least that
part hasn’t changed!
Even in these
abnormal times, I
have remained busy. I
have traveled to
several cities to
speak at churches, to
encourage both their
support and their
partnership in
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in the field. I’ll share
about the fruit of a
couple of those visits:
First, Pastor Stephen
Morefield and Frank
Wedel, an elder at
their church in
Kansas, travelled to
Mpigi, Uganda in
early December to
conduct a workshop
with a new group
there. I went to
Uganda last
December and met
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International Director's Report

with the pastor who
served as their host,
Kafunta Julius, and I
knew that this would be
a great place for us to
serve. Upon their recent
return, Stephen and
Frank confirmed

that it was, indeed, a
fruitful and blessed time
of discipleship and
fellowship! We look
forward to returning to
this group as the Lord
makes the way.
Second, we have been
blessed to have a
relationship with a
nearby church, Grace of
Topsail, for some time
now. T2's Board
chairman, Warren Rich,
serves as an elder there.

A pastor in Puebla,
Mexico blowing a
shofar before Steve
Curtis preaches

Just as COVID was
unleashed around the
world, Warren was
scheduled to join me for
a workshop in Myanmar,
along with the two
pastors from Grace,
Steve Marshall and Kyle
Mills. Well, that trip
never happened (though
we still pray that it will!).
However, God moved in
other ways – Steve
joined the Timothy Two
board and Kyle is
heading out soon to
work in Ghana with T2
missionary, Don
Johnson. We are grateful
for these developments,
and look forward to
witnessing God’s hand in
their service through
Timothy Two.

Testimonies after workshop 3: Trusting God
~ I got really impacted by
learning about what the Bible
says about divorce.
~ The topic about adultery
helped me to discover lots of
things about what the bible
truly says. Because this is one
of the biggest problems we
have.

4
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~ We are really conscious
about lots of things that we
didn’t know before. That
study opened our eyes so we
can open other eyes also.
~ The topic of suicide was
really for me, because once
upon a time I was on the way
to kill myself...

4

International Director's Report
Mexico and Eastern Europe
Despite the travel
restrictions that remain
in place around the
world, there are some
nations that are open to
travelers. As other
missionaries share in this
edition of Alere, this has

allowed at least some inperson workshops to be
conducted (in addition to
online workshops, which
continue in some places).
As for me, I have had the
opportunity to conduct
two workshops in
Mexico this year. I have
also traveled to Czechia,
as well as to Ukraine and
Romania to conduct
“vision trips,” which are
intended to determine
the need and feasibility
of T2 workshops.

In 2021, Steve taught
in Mexico three times
and conducted vision
trips to Chechia,
Ukraine, and Romania

The trips to Ukraine and
Romania were very
fruitful and, Lord willing,
will lead to workshops
there soon. The visit to
Czechia was also fruitful,
though in a different
way. While in Prague, I
was struck by two sad
truths: first, the nation is
largely post-Christian;
and second, that
because of this, there
are only a couple of
evangelical churches –
and they are able to
adequately serve the
small Christian
population there. In
other words, while there
is most certainly work to
be done in the areas
of evangelism and
outreach, that is not the

What is a "vision trip"?
It continues to amaze me how
often we receive invitations
from around the world in our
email inboxes!.
Often, however, these dear
folks are looking for funds to
help with their orphanage or
to feed the poor or to hold
tent meetings, etc.

These are all good things! But
they are not what God has
called us to do. So, a "vision
trip" allows us to discuss
expectations and logistics in
person, in a way that can't be
done adequately via emails or
phone calls, due to language
and cultural obstacles.

Steve with Julio, one of the workshop
coordinators in Mexico City
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focus of Timothy Two.
Rather, we either come
alongside established
churches that need pastoral
training, or we come
alongside national pastors
who need guidance in
planting a solid, local
church. Those needs were
not evident in Prague;
however, I have made good
connections there, and we
would be happy to return as
the need would warrant.
Asia
While I am so pleased for
even this amount of inperson ministry, my heart
remains deeply committed
to the people of Asia. The
effects of the virus and the
ensuing lockdowns and
restrictions have decimated
most nations where we have
served in the past. We
continue to hear heartbreaking tales of sickness,
death, and extreme poverty
from our Asian partners,
especially in Myanmar, India,
and the Philippines. We help
them as we are able-the
Timothy Two Family Fund
was established to offer
material aid to our friends
in need around the world.
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For more on that, see the
yellow box below. Please
continue to pray for the
Lord’s provision and
protection for His people.
One bright spot in Asia may
be Thailand (though with
everything in such a state of
uncertainty, what I write
today may be invalidated
tomorrow!). For now,
Thailand is open again to
foreign travelers! As soon as
the announcement was
made, my travel
arrangements were made! I
leave for Bangkok in early
January to teach a
workshop. I will also be able
to reconnoiter the area
where the Jensens will be
moving their young family in
February (see page 25).

"My heart remains
deeply commited
to the people of
Asia."

Another NMP in Myanmar
with his son

Timothy Two Family Fund
In James 2:16, we are reminded that true faith is
demonstrated in action. And in the Bible, we are
encouraged - even commanded - to show that action
to one another. So, our faith should compel us to
care for the Body as we can. We created the Family
Fund to provide urgent material aid to the global
Timothy Two family. Visit: timothytwo.org/covid-19
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Africa
Matthew
9:36-38
When he saw the
crowds, he had
compassion on
them, because they
were harassed and
helpless, like sheep
without a shepherd.
Then he said to his
disciples, "The
harvest is plentiful
but the workers are
few. Ask the Lord of
the harvest,
therefore, to send
out workers into his
harvest field."

The Task Is Huge,
But Our God Is Greater!
~Bryan Slater Africa Regional Director
As I write this, there have
been 159 workshops
completed among pastors in
Africa by international
missionaries like me and 187
workshops completed
among pastors by National
Missionary Partners. We now
have seven active National
Missionary Partners in Africa

and this number will
increase as we continue this
work. These are pastors
whom I have trained well,
who know the material as
well as I do and are more
effective in their culture and
language than I ever could
be. All of the 346 workshops
have been attended by ten

A church meeting place in Lilongwe Malawi

to fifteen pastors. Each of
these pastors and leaders is
affecting many people, so
you can see the overall
impact of this work as it has
progressed in Africa over the
past five and a half years.
This is a huge praise!!
The other way to look at the
work is to count how many
pastors have not yet been
trained and all the places we
have yet to reach. The task is
enormous. I am only
7

including one testimony to
illustrate my point here.
Pastor Job James from a
rural area in Tanzania said,
“Workshop Two, which is
‘Loving God,’ has proven to
me that as a pastor I was not
prepared well because all my
teachings are full of errors. I
wish all churches in the
world would make sure that
before sending pastors to
plant churches should first
have the TTPI Workshops.”
Alere - No 4 (December 2021)
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This is extremely gratifying
to hear, but it also breaks my
heart because there are so
many pastors just like Pastor
Job. We cannot reach them
all because we need more
laborers and more funding.
Please pray Matthew 9:37
with us, that the Lord of the
harvest would send more
laborers into this harvest.
People have asked us if
traveling is difficult due to
Covid restrictions. The
answer is that there is more
hassle and difficulty in travel,
but it is now possible to go
to most places in Africa. All
countries want the
passengers arriving by plane
to have a negative Covid test
result within seventy-two
hours of arrival. All planes
and airports require that
passengers wear masks, so
we are wearing masks for
thirty-five hours straight,
except when eating while we
travel. During Covid, the
economies in most nations
shrunk due to limitations
governments placed upon
businesses and people. The
result is increased costs for
both travel and for food for
workshops. These are not
complaints, just a

8

recognition of the world in
which we now live. The work
must go forward, so we put
up with these challenges as
we continue to train pastors
and children’s ministry
workers. Ann has only been
on one mission to Malawi in
2021. She is still working
with key African pastors to
develop a culturally
sensitive, biblical curriculum
for children which can be
used by children’s workers all
across Africa. She was able
to spend more time on
curriculum writing during her
enforced time at home.
When we were in Malawi,
Ann graduated three classes
of students who are now
equipped to train children
well. We received a
wonderful testimony from a
workshop one of our
National Missionary
partners, Pastor Enock
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Mogaka, is doing. “Four
pastors from a certain group
of churches were trained
using TTPI materials. Before
the training, membership in
each of these churches was
less than twenty people.
After a year of training with
TTPI, the membership has
shot up in all four churches
in different places around
Mombasa, Kenya to over 100
members, and in one church
over 200 members. One of
these pastors used to preach
passages out of context,
because he had no
knowledge of the Bible. This
reality caused Muslims in the
community to make fun of
him because he could not
demonstrate from the Bible
that Jesus is the Son of God.
Now, armed with TTPI
teaching materials
translated into Swahili, he
attends the public forum and

8
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Pastors’ children in a very poor area of Congo

Ann modeling a lesson for children’s teachers

Children with their teacher after a worship
service in Congo

Testimony from Africa
Workshop 2 which is ‘Loving God’ has
proven to me that as a pastor I was not
prepared well because my all teachings
are full of errors. I wish all churches in
the world would make sure that before
sending Pastors to plant churches
should first have TTPI foundational
course.

9

is given the dignity he
deserves. This has
caused many to come
to his church to hear
him preach and teach
the Word of God. All
glory to God!” We get
the privilege of
hearing testimonies
like this all the time
because of the faithful
prayers and giving of
many of you.
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We say “Thank you!” to
all who are part of
making this happen.
Your partnership in
prayer and giving are
what keep us going!
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Africa
TESTIMONY ON THE IMPACT OF TIMOTHY TWO
PROJECT INTERNATIONAL - Emmanuel Mwale
"As I write this testimony, I have
conducted over twelve workshops in five
cities within my nation, Zambia."
The Project came as a divine
blessing to me and those
around me. I came to know
of this Project at a time I was
doing my third year at Justo
Mwale University in Lusaka
Zambia through a colleague,
Reverend Joseph Mwale
who was resident minister
for the Reformed Church in
Zambia in Lundazi. I then
contacted Dr Bryan, the
Regional Director for Africa,
who willingly came to
Chipata in October, 2017 and
conducted workshop 1. I
attended all the four

workshops in Chipata,
Eastern Zambia under the
tutorage of Dr Bryan Andrew
Slater. His teaching approach
was very unique, something I
had not experienced before.
After each lesson he allowed
us to air our views, concerns
and allowed us to ask
questions even during
deliberations. It was not a
tutor centred approach, but
a participatory approach was
used. Participants fully got
involved throughout each of
the four workshops.

Each time I sat under Dr
Bryan to learn through his
workshops, both my spiritual
and public ministry life was
being impacted positively.
Workshop one (Knowing
God) made me to have a
better grasp of who God is.
My greatest challenge was
how to explain the trinity of
God. Despite learning about
the Doctrine of God in
Systematic Theology at the
University I mentioned
earlier, I still had doubts on
the existence of God in three
distinct persons, The Father,
Son and The Holy Spirit.
Although I believed that God
exists in three distinct
persons, I couldn’t
effectively explain this to
myself and worse anyone,
but in the year 2017 when I
learnt about the existence of
God from Dr Bryan, my
minds opened up. Today
each time I read the Bible I
distinctly see the three
persons in Scripture and how
they work together in an
unbroken unity. The unity of
the trinity is what was
confusing me a lot, but not
anymore. I can now help
someone understand the
existence of God in three

Pastor Emmanuel
Mwale with Bryan
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Our church system used to ordain pastors without theological
training. For years I saw this to be a danger but I didn’t know
how to come in and offer credible advice. The training I
received through Timothy Two Project International was that
advice I failed to offer for a long time.
distinct persons with several
scripture references. It is for
this very reason that in 2019
after attending workshop 3, I
begun to train other pastors
in Mambwe District, Eastern
Zambia.
The first three workshops
(Knowing God, Loving God
and Trusting God) gave me
confidence to go out there
and begin to teach others
before I graduated in March,
2020. As I write this
testimony, I have conducted
over twelve workshops in
five cities within my nation,

Zambia. Three of these
cities are in the Eastern
province where I come from
while two are in Western and
Central Provinces of Zambia
respectively. All the
workshops have been fully
funded by Timothy Two
Project International under
the able and Spirit led
Servant Leadership of Dr
Bryan A. Slater, a man whom
I have seen loves to serve
the Lord honestly and
passionately. Many other
doors to train leaders all
over the ten regions of

Zambia have opened up and
we are now even
overwhelmed with
invitations.
In the past two years that I
have been actively involved
in training church leaders
after receiving mentorship
from Dr Bryan, I have
discovered one unique
aspect with the approach
Timothy Two Project
International uses to train
leaders. It has a double
effect. i. As a tutor you keep
learning as you prepare to
facilitate, during facilitation
and even through
interactions with
participants. ii. Participants
are fully engaged into the
workshop. There are no
passive participants. As a
result at the end of the
workshop, three quarters if
not 100% of the participants
have a better grasp of what
is being presented. The
selection of 12 key
participants from each city
we visit to train is really
bearing good fruits. In my
local congregation where I
am a presiding pastor, I have
trained eight (8) key leaders
including my wife who are
doing very well in terms of

Training pastors in
Lilongwe, Malawi
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Training pastors in cramped
space of a larger home in
Embangweni, Malawi

Testimonies
From Uganda

handling affairs of the church.
When I am away, these eight can
now effectively handle nearly all
aspects of ministry which
previously I was the only one
doing that. We have even
opened two other local churches
within Chipata which are being
handled by our leaders produced
from Timothy Two Project
International training.
Our church system (New Hope
Bible Church) used to ordain
pastors without theological
training. For years I saw this to
be a danger but I didn’t know
how to come in and offer
credible advice. The training I
received through Timothy Two
Project International was that
advice I failed to offer for a long
time. I presented all the four
workshops materials to my
General Overseer’s office in
2020. Dr Bryan was then invited
to have an audience with the
senior leadership of our Church
and the good news is that the
training materials were
accepted. Today my General
Overseer and the other senior
leaders of my church are

12

undergoing training under the
tutorage of Dr Bryan Slater. The
whole purpose is that these
twelve senior leaders will in turn
go and teach other leaders who
are serving as pastors but
without theological training. In
simple terms, the TTPI training
has been accepted as a mode of
training our leaders especially
the pastors.
As a way of obtaining
recognition with our
government, TTPI was
registered in Zambia as Timothy
Two Zambia Limited in
September, 2019. This has given
the project even better legal
ground to freely operate as a
recognised body. I thank the
Board of Directors, TTPI Partners
and indeed our able Regional
Director for Africa, Dr Bryan for
considering extending this
Ministry to Zambia. Many fruits
are being borne.
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One pastor said that
the workshop was
"like a shocking yet
revitalizing cold bath"
reminding them of
truths they loved in a
powerful way!

From Zambia
Pastor Brighton from
Lusaka Zambia said in
an excited voice after
Workshop 2, “I feel
like I have been born
again, again!”

From Tanzania
Due to the ancestors’
culture of despising
women, I used to even
beat my wife. But after
workshop 3, I saw that I
was the source of the
problem. I went home,
apologized to my wife
and started a new life
filled with love for her.
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Africa
Mwenezi Workshop in Zimbabwe - Wilbert Chipenyu
Perpetual and I had the
privilege to hold two
workshops back-to-back in
Mwenezi district at a place
closer to the boarder with
Mozambique. The place is
secluded from the other
places. It comprises of
people who were displaced

from another district to give
way to a government
project. The workshops were
attended by 11 church
leaders from various
congregations, 95% from the
African founded
congregations. The
attendees were showing
greater enthusiasm in
learning. We were moved by
their dedication of the
attendees who left all their
day-to-day subsistence
income to dedicate time for
the training. We were very
pleased and encouraged
with these workshops. We

"We were heartbroken
to see that of all the
present attendees
only three had Bibles."

want to thank God that, the
head of the village in which
the workshops were held
also attended the all the
sessions. Although he had
backslid for many years, he
indicated a positive attitude
towards the training. One of
the church leaders would
continue to follow up on
him. We were heartbroken to
see that of all the present
attendees only three had
Bibles. They were taking
turns to read from the three
Bibles. I want to thank God
for Brothers Johannes
Aucamp and Tinus Herman
for helping us to secure 12
Shona Bibles for the
Mwenezi church leadership.
We will hand over the Bibles
to the leaders in December
when we go for training of
workbook 3.

Prayer request from Southern Africa

"Please pray for us that
we will be able to
honour many other
workshop requests in
various parts of South
Africa, Lesotho,
Zimbabwe and

Botswana where there
is a need for such
training. Pray that the
forth coming training in
Gokwe and Mwenezi be
successfully done."
~ Wilbert Chipenyu

Mwenezi , Zimbabwe workshop conducted
by Wilbert Chipenyu.
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THE POWER OF KNOWING GOD'S WORD
Enock Mogaka, National Missionary Partner, Kenya
John 1:5 says: “The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness
has not overcome it,” and this is a true application to TTPI Kenya.

Being led by God's Spirit, Dr.
Steve responded to the
invitation to come and begin
TTPI Kenya several years ago and
trained a handful of pastors, but
now TTPI Kenya has expanded
and managed to trained over
100 pastors in Kenya to date.
Photo : Pastor Enock
translating for Bryan in
Nyamarambe, Kenya
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And as the scriptures says in 1
Corinthians 3:6, “I planted,
Apollos watered, but God gave
the growth.” Dr. Bryan came into
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the scene and, through his
leadership, TTPI Kenya has
reached the remote regions of
Kenya, which would have not
received this program if it were
not for the wonderful work done
by the sponsors of TTPI.
PERSONAL TESTIMONY
Through the TTPI program, I
have learned to network with
other pastors from other
denominations and I have had a
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first-hand experience of what Servants of God are going
through by their testimonies, as we do group discussions something they often confess to being rare in their
experience. As we come together for training, and the
knowledge of who Christ Jesus is sinks into these pastors,
you can see the power of
God’s word transforming
them into soldiers of Christ
marching into war with the
cross of Jesus going before
them.
I love the testimony of a
church leader in Mombasa,
where we just concluded the
training and 20 pastors
graduated. The Bishop in
charge of the coastal region,
who was overseeing more
than 60 churches, confessed
that four of his pastors, who
were among our trainees,

had less than 20 members in
their churches before the
first workshop, but just after
Workshop One things
started to change and
currently one of the four
pastors has over 100
members! So, the Bishop has
invited us to train all his
other pastors in the region.
Due to the wise counsel of
Dr. Bryan, I have delegated
the four pastors to train the
rest of the pastors in their
denomination and I have
made a follow up program to
see how they are doing this.

This is a confirmation that
these pastors had the zeal of
God but without the
knowledge of God and as
soon as their understanding
was enlightened, things have
changed and the impact is
unbelievable to many but to
the spiritual it's believable.
We have more invitations to
many places and so we are
praying that many friends
will come on board to
sponsor this worthy cause.
As Paul wrote to the Galatian
church: And let us not grow
weary of doing good, for in
due season we will reap, if
we do not give up…” These
are our final words to the
sponsors and may God bless
you all for the good work.

Pastor Enock and his family in
the main room of their house
in Kenya
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Latin America
~ Dan Sonnenberg, Latin America Regional Director
Overview of all groups
My teaching
During 2021, I taught a total
of ten workshops with
pastors and leaders in six
nations throughout Latin
America. Thankful to return

to the field later in the year
as the pandemic had begun
to wane, I taught three
workshops on site: two in El
Salvador, and one in
Guatemala. Prior to that, I
taught seven workshops by
video conference – four in
Haiti, one in Ecuador, one in
Colombia and one in Mexico.
And I trained one Intern,
Pastor Mike Williamson, on a
videoconference workshop
with a group in Haiti and on
the field in El Salvador.

Dan teaching
pastors and leaders
in San Miguel, El
Salvador

Teaching by National
Missionary Partners
During 2021, six Latin
American National
Missionary Partners - Wisly
Denis, Luis Rojas Espinoza,
Lily Barrenechea Damian,
Helmuth Aguilar, Leo
Padrino Esquivel and Rafael
Meza Batista - taught a total
of fifteen workshops. Twelve
workshops were taught on
site – seven in the Dominican
Republic, four in Peru, one in
Cuba and one in Colombia.
And two were taught via
videoconference in Chile. All
told, together with our
National Missionary
Partners, we taught a total
of twenty-three workshops
in ten nations of Latin
America with 207
participants.

Testimonials from Port-de-Paix, Haiti
"This training was sent for me,
it helps me for my life, it helps
me in God’s ministry which is
the Great Commission Mat.
28:18-20. I just started a
ministry, it helps me so much,
this training is so helpful for
me. May God bless you in
every way." -Pastor Lifaite

16
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"We thank God for His grace. I
thank God for his Holy Spirit in
your life for using you this way
in this training. For I have
found a lot for my life and for
the church I lead. May God
cast his blessings upon you
and your family. God bless
you." -Pastor Philip

16

Dan with pastors and
leaders in Villa Nueva,
Guatemala

TESTIMONIES
Marco Julio
Agustin Arriola

Dan’s Workshop Groups
Port-de-Paix, Haiti
I conducted a series of four very
challenging workshops via Zoom
with a group in a local church
library in northwestern Haiti.
Workshop Coordinator and
Interpreter, Michel Obed,
overcame many obstacles to get
– and keep - me connected via
internet with the dedicated
group of participants for each of
the four workshops held
between February and May.

San Miguel, El Salvador
The week of August 30, I led a
team of instructors to teach
Timothy Two’s Workshop 1,
“Knowing God,” with a group of
pastors and ministry leaders of
churches in the Baptist
Federation of El Salvador.
Several participants in the group
traveled four to five hours on
foot and by bus each of the four
days to attend. Instructors for
the workshop included Intern
Mike Williamson, Interpreter and
National Missionary Partner,
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Herbert Portan, and me. The
workshop coordinator is Jaime
Wilfredo Pena.
Cojutepeque, El Salvador
I taught Timothy Two’s
Workshop 1, “Knowing God,”
with a rather large group of
pastors and ministry leaders of
churches in the Baptist
Federation of El Salvador in the
city of Cojutepeque during the
week of September 6.
Villa Nueva, Guatemala
I traveled to Guatemala in
October for the first time in 45
years to teach Workshop 1,
“Knowing God,” to a group of
indigenous pastors and several
missionaries. This trip marks the
tenth Latin American nation in
which I’ve had the privilege of
teaching.
At right are testimonials of
several participants:
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Those moments I was in
the seminar were a
great blessing for my
life and I hope the
months will pass soon
to see us again.

Oscar Pacheco
God bless your life
brother Daniel and
continue to use you to
bring those teachings of
much edification for our
lives and for others.
Thank you for sharing
the wisdom that God
gave you and he has
now given us. We hope
to see you here again.

Juan Antonio
Carias Ortez
Brother Daniel may the
Lord bless your life, and
thank you for sharing
your theological
knowledge. It will be
very helpful for our
ministries.
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Latin America
Dan with workshop
participants who
attended workshops
in El Salvador

National Missionary
Partners’ Workshop Groups
Cachingarani, Peru
In June, National Missionary
Partners Pastor Luis Rojas
Espinoza and his wife Lily
Barrenechea Damián and
their team traveled again to
the village of Cachingarani in
the highlands of Peru to
train pastors and children’s
ministry leaders with
Timothy Two workshops.

San Antonio de Sonomoro,
Peru
In October, National
Missionary Partner Luis Rojas
Espinoza and his team
traveled for many hours to
the highlands of Peru and
completed teaching pastors
with Timothy Two’s
Workshop 2, “Loving God”
and teaching children’s
ministry leaders with
Timothy Two’s “Developing
Children’s Ministry”
workshop in the village of
San Antonio de Sonomoro.

El Seibo and Higuey,
Dominican Republic
Our Latin American National
Missionary Partner, Pastor
Wisly Denis taught a total of
seven workshops with two
groups in the cities of El
Seibo and Higuey, Dominican
Republic. Testimonials from
these workshops:
• This workshop helped me
to see and understand
sanctification more deeply.
• Now I know detailed things
about the glorification of
God.
• One of the three things
that impacted me most was
the lesson on justification.

• I used to be unsatisfied
when I went to evangelize
because no one accepted
Jesus. The lesson on
effective calling helped me
to understand the role of the
Holy Spirit in a person’s
conversion.
• I congratulate the
International Director and
also the organization of
Timothy Two for their
support. This is the type of
workshop that the churches
need nowadays to serve our
God much better. We will
keep praying that God will
provide more resources for
the next workshop.

• The teaching on the
baptism of the Holy Spirit
and the filling of the Holy
Spirit took me out of lots of
confusion.

18
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Latin America

NMP Rafael with his wife Damaris

Workshop participants in Quibdó, Colombia

Leo teaching workshop participants in
Havana, Cuba

National Missionary Partners
A “National Missionary Partner” is an
indigenous pastor who has completed
the series of four Timothy Two
workshops and who demonstrates
godly character and maturity. He is
then sent to other towns and cities in
his own country to teach those
workshops to other groups of pastors.
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Havana, Cuba

Quibdó, Colombia

National Missionary
Partner, Leo Padrino
Esquivel, completed
teaching Timothy Two’s
Workshop 1, “Knowing
God” in September with
pastors and ministry
leaders in Havana, Cuba.
After waiting many
months for COVID-19 to
calm down in the nation,
Leo was finally able to
gather a group for the
first workshop.

Our newest National
Missionary Partner,
Pastor Rafael Meza
Batista, traveled from his
home in Cartagena to
the city of Quibdó in
October to teach his first
group of pastors and
leaders on the attributes
of God with Timothy
Two’s Workshop 1,
“Knowing God.”
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Latin America
National Missionary Partner: Helmuth Aguilar
I consider it a great
opportunity to be able to
share contextual and
practical topics, such as
Workshop Three: Trusting
God, with the student
brothers. In this series of
topics, we learned about

relationships within the
family, friends, the church,
and society. At the same
time, issues related to our
conduct of faith and practice
in the light of the word of
God. I must also highlight
that, with hope in a more
bearable and better life in
Jesus Christ, we address
experiences like illness,
mourning, and death. Each
of these topics gave a lot to
talk about, including
personal experiences that
several brothers have had to
live through.

Helmuth is in El
Salvador and is
teaching online with a
group in his native
country, Chile

The results have been very
positive, increasing
knowledge about these
topics. The group was
divided in two, and they
presented topics, based on
some of the lessons, for
about 40 minutes, including
both questions and
discussion, which greatly
improves the mood and
disposition to continue with
the fourth workshop: Serving
God.
My hope and meditation is
that each facilitator located
in any corner of our
American continent reaches
their participants with a
sense of group work and
becoming well prepared, as
expressed by the apostle
Paul, for every good work.

From NMPs Leo Padrino and Esdras Richardson
In Cuba, by the grace of God,
we teach the Timothy Two
workshops. We already have
had very good results from
faithful men and women who
have been trained to teach
others. Presently, we are
preparing a 3rd group of 10
faithful workers who,

despite all circumstances,
have persevered out of their
great interest to be prepared
and to prepare others. We
believe that God counted our
island as one more nation,
where his evangelical work
needed training like Timothy
Two.

Helmuth leading worship
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Asia: India
Ministries, Challenges, Praise
Points, Plans, and Prayer
Requests

G

reetings to you all in Lord Jesus' Name. By God’s
grace we are doing well here. Thanks for your
concern and prayerful support.
The meetings
We praise God that we were able to conduct a
few meetings for the pastors, teaching God’s
Word from Workbook One: Knowing God. The
meetings have been a great source of blessings
to the pastors and evangelists. They have learned
several truths about the doctrine of grace and
have shared with us that it is for the first time
that they have heard and learned these things.
So, we thank God for the solid teachings provided
us as resources from Timothy Two.

Raj preaching in India

"We have seen many people dying and others going
through very tough times."
The Covid situation and the seminars
Covid has affected us very badly. It has limited us
going out and serving. We could not go out due
to lockdowns, there was limitation of gathering in
numbers, there was limitation as several of us did
not have our vaccines, and still others could not
plan it as they were restricted by the hotspot
situation. However, God has been gracious, things
have improved, and people are able to travel and
work in most regions here.
Covid put many pastors in great trouble
For some of our friends, it became hard to
survive as there was need of medicines and
several brothers asked us to provide rice, wheat
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flour and help in buying
basic medicines, face
masks and sanitizers. In
all things, God graciously
led us through. Praise
God.
Praise points
We have seen many
people dying and others
going though very tough
times. But we thank God
for the time we could
spend in our homes and
churches, not moving
around and doing much
but saving our own lives
21

Asia: India

and of others. Glory to God
for protecting and leading us
in such a difficult and
challenging time. Seminars
for normal teaching and on
the occasion of Reformation
Day had been a great help
and blessings to us all.

Prayer Points
Please continue to pray for
us and for the work of
teaching, preaching, making
disciples and helping others
to be strengthened in the
faith. Please pray especially
for three things:
1. For the plans to organise
Teaching Seminars
2. For a hall of 20x20 (we
have the land already for
this) to plan several activities
and to hold local teaching
meetings.
3. We want to replace our
old car to use for taking my
children to school and to go

Glory to God for
protecting and leading
us in such a difficult
and challenging time.

for gospel and teaching
activities in a safe manner. I
have some money, but am
still lacking some.
The visit to teach leaders in
Nepal has been pending
since last year, please pray as
we are planning to go in
December end.
Appreciations and Support
Thanks brethren at Timothy
Two for being with me/us on
this journey. It is a blessing
to minister and work with
you to teach, disciple and to
serve spiritually and
physically. Please continue
to uphold us in your prayers
and we thank you for
supporting this work as the
Lord may lead.
God bless you all.
Bro. Raj (TTPI India)

Supporting the work of Timothy Two in India
Raj, like all of our National
Ministry Partners (NMPs)
rely on the support of
those who share his love
for the gospel and for the
people of India.
First and foremost, he
relies on the prayers of

God's people to protect,
lead, and enable him to
serve in this critical mission
field.
Second, money is needed
for this important work. To
give to this fund, go to:
tinyurl.com/y2kmf2rh

A workshop in India
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Asia: Myanmar
The Storm of Covid-19 and the Military Coup
While our country was
smoothly running as
democracy of peace, the
military has confiscated
the authority of
democratic party in Feb 1
of 2021. During that times,
the third wave of Covid-19

has been spread in our
country. At that times
Many peoples got covid-19
and admitted to hospital
and Q Center. By the
times, 90% of Burmese
peoples boycotted in
every city and town of
Burma. Even though It has
been done daily for over a
month, no shoot, no killed
nor arrest yet at that
times.
One thing was amazing
that even though their
boycotting and gathering

This is written by a
T2 NMP in Myanmar
whose name is
withheld for security

daily were still the second
wave of Covid-19, the virus
was no more spreading
but it was like ceasing. As
the most of civilians have
been continually
protesting the military
coup, the military began to
arrest leaders of
Democratic party and
began to shoot those who
protested and began to
destroy and burn out civil
homes. Sadly it has been
worse day by day until
now.
While the storm of military
coup has been strongly
beaten us, the third wave
of Covid-19 started since
May and it killed 100
thousands of Burmese
peoples. In my city,
Covid-19 killed 40-50
peoples daily for one
month and

From a pastor in Myanmar
Last week, the terrorists
burned out over 163 Christian
homes and some churches, as
well. They persecuted and
killed them. But most of the
families ran away to ward
India border.
Our country is full of darkness
in a bad situation but we walk
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into the lightness of God.
Even though every day we
know we may walk into the
shadow of death, we always
carry the dying of Jesus in our
mortal body as well as His
resurrection life so that He
might be glorified in our body
whether we live or die.
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Houses and churches being
set on fire are common sights
since the military coup

Testimonies
From Asia...

half. During that times, no
body knew military are sick
due to Covid. But sadly
Christians are more who died
due to Covid-19. Nevertheless
God is more glorified in
Heaven when His peoples are
died, and when thier eternal
spirit of lives added to His
eternal Home.
As Covid-19 killed more
pastors, believers and Church
elders, some churched have
been still closing down. No
body attend to church for
prayer or any meeting. And
then as the terrorist of
military have been burning
both believers' homes and
churches besides killing more
believers and some pastors,
most of believers are
scattered like having no
shepherd. These things are
just like our dream. But it is
real happen to us of what we
never expect from our God.
Sadly the storm of both Covid
and the storm of Terrorists
24

evil actions are not happen
for one day nor for a week nor
for a month but it has been
long and it has been going on
and it is now almost for one
year. We still donot know yet
how long these storms would
be beating us again in the
future but the Lord only
knows it and He is the only
One who can make calm down
it. He is the only our Hope for
our lives. Even if the storm of
military coup and Covid-19
have been raising to destroy
our faith, and our physical
lives, our joy, peace and spirit
lives are unable to destroy
because the Lord has already
overcome those storms. The
Crisis of Covid-19 and Military
Coup can not lose our faith
nor our heart to go forward
ahead but through this crisis
of the storms, He provide for
us by the goodness and makes
our faith stronger than before
and made us closer with Him
for His glory.
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It’s not about what I’ve
done, but because of
what Jesus had done.
It’s not about us, but all
about Him and His
glory. It’s good to know
that it is our job to be
faithful and it is God’s
job to be successful.

I’ve learned many things
from you. I am asking
God for a change of
mind, a change of heart,
a change of life, a
change in my preaching,
a change in the way I
worship, and a change
from being selfcentered to being Godcentered.

Let us continue to trust
God more and more
regardless of the
circumstances and the
situations we are going
through. I promise to
continue to teach
others from this
workshop...
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Asia: Thailand
Matt and Danielle Jensen - Missionaries to Thailand
We have changed our
destination once more,
but this time we have
plane tickets. Indonesia,
Timor-Leste, now Thailand,
God has certainly shown us
that we may have plans,
but he sovereignly

establishes his. The main
reason for the latest
change is medical. Along
with a miscarriage in
October 2020, Danielle has
not had the easiest
pregnancies. Considering
all of this with our doctors
and elders, we decided it
would be best for us to
serve where there is
better maternity care
during this stage of life.
God has provided a
fantastic opportunity for
us in Thailand. A

God has provided a
fantastic
opportunity for us
in Thailand.

foundation originally built
especially for pastoral
training has offered to
partner with us and
Timothy Two in order to
reach the Northern Thai
and surrounding area. This
will be a great home base
for us.
Additionally, God has
provided housing for us. A
missionary family returns
to the States in December,
and they will be in America
until August 2022. They
have graciously offered to
sub-rent their house to us
while we find another
place to stay. What a
blessing this is and only
across their yard from the
language school! God is
evidently preparing the
way.

Is God calling you to go?
Sometimes, God uses stories
of fellow believers, like Matt
and Danielle, who are
committing to live in a foreign
land for the sake of the
gospel. Sometimes, these
stories ignite within us a
passion and excitment to
serve God in a similar way.

Timothy Two has a number of
opportunities for those who
are called to serve - and, while
you can move to the mission
field, it isn't a requirement! If
you would like to explore the
possibility of teaching for a
week or two, write to:
steve@timothytwo.org

Matt, Danielle, Judah, and Gabriel
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Testimonies
From Asia...

We are fully funded! It is
incredible how the Lord has
provided over the past
few years. Housing, jobs,
and everything in-between,
God has provided!
One significant way God has
provided is by supplying all of
our monthly and one-time
financial needs. A few months
ago, we had $1,000 of
monthly support and $7,000
of one-time support
remaining. Ahead of us, along
with our church, was the
decision to either press
forward in faith or wait until
the next language school
module, September 2022. We
decided to press forward in
faith. The monthly support
came in quick, and the onetime expenses were met by
one family unexpectedly.
Confident that God has called
us to this work, we remained
confident that God would
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also provide financially in his
timing. Now that it is here,
though, it is almost surreal.
We invite you to rejoice with
us in the Lord’s provision.
We begin language school
March 3, 2022. We fly out in a
few short months, February
10th to be exact. As of right
now, we will have to
quarantine for ten days
before we are able to travel
freely in Thailand. This will
give us enough time to move
into our temporary house
before language school starts.
The language school we will
be attending is specially
designed for missionaries, and
we have heard many good
things about it. In fact, it was
recommended by a fellow
missionary in Thailand.
May the Lord give us grace to
learn Thai and communicate
the truth of God’s word clearly
in Thailand.
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"The last five days’
teaching changed our
view and thinking about
ministry, family,
preaching, and many
other things."

"Learning of the
attributes of God has
been a blessing for me. I
have shared this Word
and lessons to the
church, and they too
have been blessed by
these teachings."

"Studying the attributes
of God reminds me of
how sovereign is our
God and that I am
nothing. It is indeed a
privilege to serve Him
and in response to that
great love offer myself
as a living sacrifice."
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Report from Don Johnson

Why do we do what we do?
It is 6 degrees outside and going down. It’s the
beginning of winter here in the northwest
corner of Wisconsin. On my list of what needs
to get done before our first heavy snow,
I have to “haul firewood” to
our wood shed behind our
house (we burn wood in our
indoor boiler to keep warm
inside and keep the winter
winds outside) behind the
house. It’s now too late to
give a final raking/blowing to
the leaves still on our lawn
(Our home is situated in the
middle of 25 acres of heavily
forested red oak), because
the frost has already taken
over the first 4-5 inches of
soil, and we have a couple
inches of freshly fallen snow
on the ground. I still need to

put the snowplow on our
pickup truck! Thankfully, I’ve
already placed the three feet
long, orange driveway
markers at the corners of my
wife’s gardens, along the
driveway (so when I plow, I
don’t tear out the plants my
wife has lovingly planted,
during the warmer, summer
months), and etc. Oh - and
add to that list, “Prepare
lessons for both Ghana and
Nigeria”!
That last item admittedly
does not sound very winter-

like but I hate to show up as
the “main event” to a room
of pastors and church
leaders in West Africa,
unprepared, in a spiritual
sense and in a teaching
sense. I was a high school
principal in my former life as
well as a university professor
for almost 40 years
(primarily in Minnesota and
now retired) and was a high
school social studies teacher
and coach before that. So
entering a “classroom”
unprepared is simply not an
option. So while I watch the
forecast for more snow and
cold, and make sure my visas
are up-to-date, I also take
time to “prepare” myself. My
“students” are not
demanding, but I serve a God
who gave his very best - his
son, so that I might live
forever. So I have high
expectations of myself!
I leave for Accra, Ghana in
just a few days. It will be
much warmer (in the 90s!)
there than here! Too warm
for this boy, raised in the
upper Midwest and now
used to the snow and cold.
This winter, I will take my
fourth and final trips to

With a group of participants in
Vasakhapatnam, India
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Report from Don Johnson

southern and central Ghana, as well as SW
India. These pastors and lay leaders have
become my friends. I will know most of
them by name when I see them this last
time. Not their real names of course, but
by their “Christian” names: Calvary,
Thomas, Stephen, Faithful, and more!
Many in Ghana are former Muslims, to
whom God has extended His grace. These
are men and a few scattered women who
would have little to no access to further
Bible training if it weren’t for Timothy
Two. They enjoy spending time studying
God’s Word as well as spending time with

The group in Nigeria

"These pastors and lay
leaders have become my
friends"
each other. Many of them had only heard of
one another and their particular ministries,
until Timothy Two brought them together,
under one tin roof. They may not even all
agree on some of the lesser doctrinal issues,
but they do all believe that “Jesus is the
Christ, Son of the Living God” and that they
have been “saved” through the blood of
Christ! And so I will continue to travel
because, as the Apostle Paul said it best, “For
Christ’s love compels us . . .”

Teaching a workshop in Ghana
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Ministry
Update in light
of COVID and
travel
restrictions
Wait, I say, wait
on the Lord!
(Ps 27:14, KJV)
When I wrote for Alere at the
end of 2020, I stressed the
point that “We wait on Him –
and we believe that we will,
indeed, “mount up with wings
of eagles (Is. 40:31) when He
says it is time, when He opens
the doors, when He compels
us, once again, to go into all
the world for His name’s sake.
We have faith that day will
soon come.” Another year has
passed, but we still have faith
that day will soon come!
The idea of waiting – or, more
specifically, waiting on the
Lord – is central to the Bible.
Perhaps it is because God
knows our innate impatience,
Church members in Myanmar
fleeing from persecution into
the jungles
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COVID UPDATE

our tendency to be easily
frustrated or discouraged.
Thus, He reminds us time
and again that His timing is
rarely the same as ours.
Consider this: His patience
with sinful humanity is
immensely greater than our
patience with the sinless,
holy, sovereign Lord! We
want to do things in our
time and on our terms. God,
instead, says, “Wait.”
We at Timothy Two – as with
people all over the world –
have been compelled to
wait in 2021, much as we did
for most of 2020. Wait for
this government to open
their borders or for that
government to ease their
restrictions. Wait for the
effects of the virus and all
the variants to dissipate to
something resembling
“normal.” Yet, in all of our
waiting, what we are really
waiting for is God’s timing
(whether or not we know it
or acknowledge it). Because
He is sovereign over
nations, over governments,
and over sickness and
disease. He is the One in
control – as much as the
enemy tries to obscure that
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truth from us. As we
wrestle with our confidence
in that truth, we will
increasingly realize that,
even in the waiting, the
Potter is molding His people
to look ever more like His
Son. This translates to
deeper sanctification and
maturity, yet it also leads us
to infuse our teaching and
discipleship with fresh
reminders to confront our
impatience, to challenge our
expectations – to wait on
the Lord. So, we have faith
that the day will come when
we will be able to return to
our ministry unfettered –
but we are understanding
ever more clearly that He
appoints that day – so, we
wait on the Lord!

"...the Potter is
molding His people
to look ever more
like His Son."

Testimonies from El Seibo, DR
~This study helps me to love my God much more.
~What I learned about God will help me grow
more and better prepare the members of my
church.
~These topics will help me to walk in holiness,
show more love for my neighbors and speak the
truth.
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Looking Forward
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Dins to Pakistan!

New Field: Ukraine

Asher, Samar, Eleanor and
Isabella are raising support to
move to Pakistan! To donate, go
to: tinyurl.com/2p8tvc66

Steve met with Arkadiy Naydenov
in Odessa, who is setting up
workshops in Ukraine. Please pray
for this exciting new development

New Missionary!

New Field: Romania

Mike Williamson will begin
conducting workshops in
March, initially focusing on
Ukraine and Romania

New friends in Romania are
coordinating workshops in 2022.
There is a great need for gracecentered churches there.
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